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German Partile Verbs and the

Prediate Complex

Stefan M

�

uller

12.1 Introdution

In German there is a lass of verbs that an appear disontinuously (1).

The part that appears to the left of the main verb in verb �nal position

and that is stranded when the �nite verb is in initial position is tradi-

tionally alled a separable pre�x. Sine pre�xes are by de�nition not

separable, the terms partile and preverb are used in more reent work.

(1) a. Setzt der F

�

ahrmann Karl

�

uber?

takes the ferryman Karl aross

`Does the ferryman take Karl aross?'

b. da� der F

�

ahrmann Karl

�

ubersetzt.

that the ferryman Karl aross.takes

In (1a), where the verb is in initial position, the preverb is stranded.

Below I will argue that separable verbs in German behave like other

elements in the prediate omplex. This view is supported by the fol-

lowing fats: Preverbs are serialized like verbal or prediative adjeti-

val omplements in the right sentene braket (the right periphery of a

lause that does not ontain extraposed elements), they an be fronted

as an be done with single verbs or prediative adjetives. If preverbs

are analyzed as part of the prediate omplex, the fronting data an be

aounted for as an instane of omplex fronting (Partial Verb Phrase

Fronting (PVP)). The inability of partiles and prediates in resultative

onstrutions to o-our and the non-iterability of preverbs will be ex-

plained by the fat that partiles and resultative prediates oupy a

designated valane position that does not allow more than one partile
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or resultative prediate.

12.2 The Phenomena

12.2.1 Fronting

Preverbs an be fronted, although this is often denied. Di�erent laims

about non-frontability have been made by Bierwish (1963, p. 103), Kiss

(1994, p. 100), Olsen (1997, p. 307), Zifonun (1999, p. 227), Eisenberg

(1999, p. 306), and others. Due to spae limitations I annot disuss

all laims here, but see M

�

uller 2000. Usually fronted partiles are on-

trasted, or a fous (on the omplete verb) is established.

(2) a. Los ging es shon in dieser Wohe.

1

part went it already in this week

`It already started this week.'

b. Vor hat er das jedenfalls.

2

part has he that in any ase

`But he does plan this.'

. Entgegen kam der EuGH den Streitkr

�

aften, indem er der Regierung

die Entsheidung

�

uberl

�

asst, welhe Verwendungsbereihe sie

von dem Gleihbehandlungsgebot ausnehmen wollen.

3

`The European Court of Justie aommodated the troops by

leaving it to the government to deide whih areas to exlude

from the equal treatment ruling.'

d. Auf f

�

allt, da� . . .

4

part falls that

`It is notied that . . . '

In M

�

uller 1999, Ch. 19.1.2 and M

�

uller 2000, I provided more fronting ex-

amples with preverbs that are related to nouns, adjetives, and adverbs.

A non-�nite partile verb annot be fronted without its preverb

(Uszkoreit, 1987, p. 104):

(3) * Shlafen wird Karl ein.

sleep will Karl part

Intended: `Karl will fall asleep.'

The examples of partile fronting in (2) are parallel to examples where

verbs or adjetives are fronted.

1

taz, 11.10.95, p. 4. The taz is a newspaper that appears nation-wide in Germany

(http://www.taz.de).

2

taz, 07.15.1999, p. 19

3

taz, 01.12.2000, p. 1

4

(Duden, 1991, p. 62)
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(4) a. Erz

�

ahlen wird er seiner Tohter ein M

�

arhen.

5

tell will he his daughter a fairy tail

`He will tell his daughter a fairy tale.'

b. Treu will Karl seiner Frau sein.

faithful wants Karl his wife be

`Karl wants to be faithful to his wife.'

In (4a) only the verb erz

�

ahlen is fronted. The omplements of this verb

remain in the Mittelfeld . (4b) is an example of a fronted adjetive. The

example in (3) is parallel to (5).

(5) a. * M

�

ussen wird er ihr ein M

�

arhen erz

�

ahlen.

must will he her a story tell

b. * Sein will Karl seiner Frau treu.

be wants Karl his wife faithful

The generalization about these ungrammatial examples is that if parts

of the prediate omplex are fronted (alone or with adjunts or omple-

ments), all parts of the prediate omplex that are governed by fronted

heads have to be fronted together with this head. So in (5a) m

�

ussen

governs erz

�

ahlen. If m

�

ussen is fronted erz

�

ahlen has to move as well. If

partiles are analyzed as parts of the prediate omplex, the ungram-

matiality of (3) is explained.

12.2.2 Linearization

Finally, it an be observed that preverbs behave similarly to verbs and

adjetives in respet to serialization. They are loated in the right sen-

tene braket.

6

The ontrol verb vorshlagen an appear disontinu-

ously.

(6) a. Karl shl

�

agt der Frau vor zu gehen.

Karl beats the woman part to go

`Karl suggests to the woman to go.'

b. da� Karl der Frau vorshl

�

agt zu gehen.

. * Karl shl

�

agt vor, der Frau zu gehen.

If serializations of the preverb in adverb positions were possible, orders

like those in (6) should also be possible, sine they are possible with

adverbs, as (7) shows.

(7) a. Karl

�

uberredete die Frau gestern zu gehen.

Karl persuaded the woman yesterday to go

5

(Haftka, 1981, p. 720{721). For more data see M

�

uller 1999, Chapter 18.

6

Cf. (Drah, 1937, p. 55)
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b. Karl

�

uberredete gestern die Frau zu gehen.

But this is not the ase. (6) is totally out sine it would be an instane

of multiple extraposition with an NP and a VP. NP extraposition as

suh is rather marked, but together with an extraposed in�nitive the

sentene beomes unaeptable. This suggests that preverbs oupy the

same position as that oupied by non-�nite verbs in sentenes like (8),

that do not ontain a �nite partile verb.

(8) Er hat den Hund geshlagen.

he has the dog beaten

`He beat the dog.'

The partile marks the right sentene boundary. If the preverb + verb

ombination in (7) is liensed by the same grammar rule as the auxiliary

+ verb ombination in (8), the fats an be explained easily.

In Duth, preverbs an be separated from their main verb (Koster,

1975, p. 126) and the same is true for some variants of German. Grewen-

dorf (1990, p. 99) gives the German example in (9).

(9) Da� ih an zu weinen �ng

7

that I part to ry aught

`that I started to ry'

It is tempting to ount this example as an intentional breah of the rules,

but suh orders are attested to be possible in some German dialets:

(10) a. a . . . hot aa ze shimpfm gfanga

he has part to get.angry aught

`He started to get angry.'

b. die ham . . . auf zu arwettn gh

�

ort

they have part to work heard

`They stopped working.'

Werner (1994, p. 356) gives the examples in (10), whih are quoted from

Spershneider and were spoken in the northwest of Sonneberg/Thuringia.

Furthermore, Werner (1994, p. 355) disusses data like those in (11).

(11) Wos da sih

�

olles aahotm

�

u�h

�

or!

what the refl all part.has.must.hear

`All these things he had to listen to!'

He argues that these orderings follow the pattern in (12).

7

Joseph von Eihendor�, Erinnerung, Gedihte, Eihendor�-W. Vol. 1, p. 77
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(12) a. , weil er in die Stadt / fort geht.

beause he in the town away goes

`beause he goes to town / away.'

b. , weil er in die Stadt / fort hat m

�

ussen gehen.

beause he in the town away has must go

`beause he had to go to town / away.'

Partile verbs historially developed from adverb+verb ombinations.

The anonial position of adverbs is in front of the verbal omplex. Most

of these adverbs hanged their meaning and the ombinations beame

lexialized. In the East Franonian/Thuringian dialet the anonial

order in respet to modals is preserved. In head �nal sentenes the

preverb has to be immedeately to the left of the verbal material, the

adverbial elements got reanalyzed as parts of the verbal omplex.

12.2.3 Resultative Construtions

Resultative onstrutions and objet prediatives share a lot of prop-

erties with partile verbs. In this and the next subsetion, I will give

a short overview of these onstrutions in order to be able to sketh

analyses in setions 12.3.2 and 12.3.3.

The formation of resultative onstrutions in German is a proess of

transitivization that takes an intransitive verb as input and produes a

transitive verb + prediate (Oppenrieder 1991, Chapter 1.5.3.7.4; Wun-

derlih 1997).

8

(13) Sie �shen den Teih leer.

they �sh the pond-a empty

The ausative objet in (13) has to be an objet of the verb sine it

an appear in the nominative in passive onstrutions. However, no

seletional restritions are imposed on this kind of objet by the matrix

verb. The only restrition is that the result state might be aused by

the verb.

Again, the prediate an be fronted, but the fronting of the verb that

governs the prediate is out.

(14) a. Klein m

�

ussen Sie das Fleish shneiden.

small must you the meat ut

`You have to ut the meat into small piees.'

8

German resultative onstrutions di�er from English ones in several respets.

For analyses and data see Rothstein 1985; Wehsler 1997. Some notes about the

di�erenes between English and German an be found in Wunderlih 1997. Due to

spae limitations it is impossible to give more details here.
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b. ?? Shneiden m

�

ussen Sie das Fleish klein!

9

ut must you the meat small

. * Das Fleish shneiden m

�

ussen Sie klein!

the meat ut must you small

As Keyser and Roeper (1992, p. 97), Neeleman andWeermann (1993),

L

�

udeling (1998, p. 129{130) and others observed, resultative onstru-

tions are impossible with partile verbs.

12.2.4 Objet Prediatives

Verbs like nennen (`all') and �nden (`�nd') embed a prediate. The

subjet of this prediate is raised to the objet of the matrix verb (P

�

utz,

1982, p. 353).

(15) Man �ndet ihn gut.

one �nds him-a good

As the objet of the matrix verb, the subjet of the embedded prediate

is marked ausative. In passive onstrutions it funtions as the subjet

and is marked nominative.

Again, the fronting of the matrix verb without the embedded predi-

ate is impossible:

(16) * Gefunden hat er ihn gut.

found has he him good

There are also partile verbs that embed prediates:

(17) Das kam ihm dumm vor.

this ame him silly part

`This seemed silly to him.'

To sum up, one an onlude that the preverbs behave in a way that

is known from other elements in the prediate omplex.

12.3 The Analysis

For the analysis I use a variant of Head-Driven Phrase Struture Gram-

mar (HPSG) as the grammar framework. The standard grammar by

Pollard and Sag (1994) is extended by word order domains Reape (1990).

Word order domains are lists that ontain dependants of a head in a se-

rialization that orresponds to the surfae order. These word order do-

mains are used by Reape, Kathol (1995) and M

�

uller (1999) to aount

for the relatively free onstituent order in German. Domain elements

may be permutated freely provided no linear preedene rule (LP rule)

9

(Oppenrieder, 1991, p. 127)
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is violated. I assume that all grammar rules are binary branhing. If a

head is ombined with an adjunt, with a omplement, or with a �ller,

the non-head element is inserted into the domain of the head (M

�

uller,

1999, Ch. 11). Furthermore, I follow Hinrihs and Nakazawa (1994) in

assuming a speial shema for the formation of a verbal omplex. In

M

�

uller 1997, I suggested extending the notion of verbal omplex to a

prediate omplex and analyzing adjetives as parts of this prediate

omplex. The non-head daughter that is liensed by the prediate om-

plex shema is also inserted into the domain of its head. The head

selets its omplex forming omplement via a speial valene feature

alled vomp (Chung, 1993; Rentier, 1994).

12.3.1 Partile Verbs

Due to the data in setion 12.2, it seems reasonable to treat preverbs

as elements that take part in omplex formation.

10

In the following

subsetions, I will provide the basi lexial entries for non-transparent

partile verbs. Analyses for the verb position, for the fronting of partiles

and for the verbal omplex in Franonian/Thuringian will be provided.

(18) shows the lexial entry for vorhaben (`to plan'). I assume that

(18) (vor) hat (`plans'):

2

6

4

subat




NP[nom℄, NP[a℄

�

vomp




PV[vor ℄

�

at

3

7

5

the subjet is represented at the subat list for �nite verbs only. For non-

�nite verbs and other prediates it is represented as a head feature (Kiss

1995). The preverb is seleted like other omplements that take part in

omplex formation via vomp. For the produtive formations of partile

verbs I assume a lexial rule that adds the appropriate partile to verbs

without a partile. This lexial rule is very similar to the lexial rule for

resultative onstrutions that will be disussed in the next setion.

Figure 1 shows the analysis for (19), where the verb is in �nal posi-

tion.

(19) , weil er das vorhat?

beause he that part.has

`beause he plans to do this'

An H stands for head, a C for omplement, an F for �ller, and a CL

for luster daughter. I assume that preverb and verb are two separate

10

H

�

ohle (1982) suggested using the same rule for the ombination of preverb and

verb as for the verbal omplex. H

�

ohle deals mainly with morphologial problems.

The syntati properties of the partile verb onstrutions are not explored in detail.
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V[ SUBCAT hi ,
VCOMP hi ,
DOM h er, das, vor, hati ]

C H

1 NP[nom] V[ SUBCAT
D

1

E

,

VCOMP hi ,
DOM h das, vor, hati ]

C H

2 NP[acc] V[ SUBCAT
D

1 , 2

E

,

VCOMP hi ,
DOM h vor, hati ]

CL H

3 PV V[SUBCAT
D

1 , 2

E

,

VCOMP
D

3

E

]

er das vor hat

FIGURE 1 Analysis of weil er das vorhat?

syntati objets that are merely serialized in adjaent positions.

The dominane struture for the sentene (20) is entirely the same,

only the serialization of the main verb di�ers.

(20) Hat er das vor?

has he that part

`Does he plan to do this?'

Instead of being serialized to the right of the omplements and the pre-

verb, the verb is serialized sentene initially.

The sentene (2b) gets the struture in (21).

(21) [Vor℄

j

hat er das jedenfalls

j

.

Sine I do not assume that the base verb in (20) is extrated out of

the omplete verb vorhat , I do not have to assume that the base verb

is srambled bak somehow into the Mittelfeld , as is done in some GB

analyses. The analysis of (2b) is shown in �gure 2. Note that in HPSG

there are no restritions on the phrasehood of the fronted onstituent

(the �ller daughter). The �ller in �gure 2 is a word. In theories that

assume that only maximal projetions may be fronted, it has to be as-

sumed that preverbs are projeted to maximal phrases (see L

�

udeling

1998 for suh an approah). There is no evidene whatsoever that pre-

verbs like vor or preverbs that are related to bare nouns do projet to
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V[ SUBCAT hi ,
VCOMP hi ,
SLASH hi ,
DOM h vor, hat, er, dasi ]

F H

PV[LOC 1 ] V[ SUBCAT hi ,
VCOMP hi ,

SLASH
D

1

E

,

DOM h hat, er, dasi ]

C H

2 NP[nom] V[ SUBCAT
D

2

E

,

VCOMP hi ,

SLASH
D

1

E

,

DOM h hat, dasi ]

C H

3 NP[acc] V[ SUBCAT
D

2 , 3

E

,

VCOMP hi ,

SLASH
D

1

E

,

DOM h hat i ]

CL H

4 PV[LOC 1 ] V[ SUBCAT
D

2 , 3

E

,

VCOMP
D

4

E

]

vor er das – hat

FIGURE 2 Analysis of Vor hat er das.
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full phrases.

12.3.2 Objet Prediatives

The lexial entry in (22) for objet prediative taking verbs like �nden

is similar to the entry for the opula sein (`be') that was formulated in

M

�

uller 1999, p. 314.

(22) �ndet (`�nds'):

2

6

6

4

subat

D

NP, 2

E

vomp

D

AP[ subj

D

2 NP

E

, subat hi , vomp hi ℄

E

at

3

7

7

5

As P

�

utz (1982, p. 353) observed, this kind of objet prediate onstru-

tion is a raising onstrution: The objet prediate is embedded under

vomp (gut in (15)). The subjet (ihn) of the embedded prediate is

raised to the objet of the matrix verb. The matrix verb does not as-

sign a semanti role to the raised NP, and therefore the embedding of

expletive onstrutions is possible.

(23) Ih �nde es hier zu kalt.

I �nd it-expl here too old

12.3.3 Resultatives

The lexial rule in (24) shows how resultatives are formed:

(24)

2

6

6

6

4

synsemjlo

2

6

6

4

at

2

4

headjsubj




NP

�

subat hi

vomp hi

3

5

ont 1

3

7

7

5

3

7

7

7

5

)

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

synsemjlo

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

at

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

subat 2

vomp

*

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4

l

2

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4



2

6

6

6

6

4

h

2

4

prd +

subj 2




NP

ref

�

adj-or-prep

3

5

subat hi

vomp hi

3

7

7

7

7

5

ont 3

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

+

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

ont ause( 1 ; beome( 3 ))

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

5

An intransitive verb is the input for this rule. The output is a verb that
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selets a prediate via its valane feature vomp. The subjet of this

prediate (

2

) is idential to the objet of the matrix verb. The subjet

of the embedded prediate has to be referential sine it is the nature of

these resultative onstrutions that an entity is a�eted by the ation

expressed by the matrix verb. The resultative meaning of the whole

onstrution is represented under ont in the output of the rule. For

the example in (13), the lexial rule is applied to the intransitive verb

�shen, and the valane information for a prediate and an objet that

is raised from the subjet of the prediate is added.

(25) �shen (`�sh' as is used in `�sh empty'):

2

6

6

4

subat

D

NP, 2

E

vomp

D

A/PP[ subj

D

2 NP

ref

E

, subat hi , vomp hi ℄

E

at

3

7

7

5

The prediate gets saturated by leer in (13) and the objet by ihn.

Sine the output of the rule does not math the input spei�ation,

it follows that at most one result prediate per verb is allowed. It is

also lear that the rule annot be applied to partile verbs or other

verbs that selet a omplement via vomp. The rule for the produ-

tive partile formations annot be applied to resultative onstrutions

for the same reason. Therefore, the iteration of resultative prediates

and of partiles, and the ombination of partiles and resultatives or

other omplex prediates, is orretly ruled out. The only way for more

than one element to get into vomp is by diret spei�ation in the lex-

ion. Examples for suh ases are the objet prediate verb vorkommen

(see (17)) and the phase verb anfangen (see below).

12.3.4 Phase Verbs and the Verbal Complex in Thuringian

Phase verbs like anfangen (`start') and aufh

�

oren (`stop') are raising

verbs. They are able to form a verbal omplex with the verb they em-

bed. Spae onsiderations prelude a detailed justi�ation here of this

kind of verb, but see Kiss 1995; M

�

uller 1999 for details. The important

thing to fous on here is the relation between base verb and partile,

and how the order in the verbal omplex in the examples in (10) an

be aounted for. (26) shows the relevant at features of anfangen (see

also Kathol 1995, p. 244{248).

(26) (an) fang- (�nite form):

2

6

6

4

subat 1 � 2

vomp

D

V[subj 1 , subat 2 , inf , lex+℄: 3 , PV[an℄

E

at

3

7

7

5
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Figure 3 shows how the sentene in (27) an be analyzed.

(27) , da� ih zu weinen an�ng.

that I to ry started

`that I started to ry.'

A verbal omplex is built from an and �ng . This omplex is ombined

with the in�nitive zu weinen. All three elements are serialized in the

same order domain. (9) an be analyzed ompletely analogously: Sine

V[ SUBCAT hi ,
VCOMP hi ,
DOM h ich, zu weinen, an, fingi ]

C H

1 NP[nom] V[ SUBCAT
D

1

E

,

VCOMP hi ,
DOM h zu weinen, an, fingi ]

CL H

2 V[ inf ,
SUBCAT hi ]

V[ SUBCAT
D

1

E

,

VCOMP
D

2

E

,

DOM h an, fingi ]

CL H

3 PV V[SUBCAT
D

1

E

,

VCOMP
D

2 , 3

E

]

ich zu weinen an fing

FIGURE 3 Analysis of da� ih zu weinen an�ng?

an, zu weinen, and �ng are in the same word order domain, the seri-

alization of an to the left of the verbal omplex is possible if required

by the ordering rules of the spei� variant of German. For standard

German, an LP rule with high preferene states that preverb and verb

have to be adjaent in verb �nal sentenes.

12.4 Conlusion

An aount of partile verbs has been developed that treats preverbs

as part of the verbal omplex. Preverb fronting an be analyzed as an

instane of omplex fronting. No new mehanisms have to be intro-

dued. In partiular no extration of the �nite verb from the fronted

onstituent as is needed in other theories is neessary. The preverb is

seleted by the same valene feature as other omplements that form a
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omplex with their head. Therefore, similarities with objet prediatives

and resultative onstrutions an be explained. The impossibility of re-

sultative onstrutions with partile verbs also follows from the valane

spei�ation of the latter. Sine preverbs are seleted via vomp the re-

sultative formation lexial rule annot introdue a resultative prediate

beause vomp is �lled already. It is diÆult to see how approahes

that use just one valane feature (subat) to represent omplements,

verbal omplements, and preverbs, as for instane that of Bouma and

van Noord (1998), an aount for the non-iterability of preverbs. A-

ounts that assume di�erent valene features for preverbs (part) and

verbal elements (aux), as for instane that of Akerman and Webelhuth

(1998), annot apture the similarities between the onstrutions.

Finally, it was shown how word order in the verbal omplex in some

variants of German an be handled. Sine the preverb is seleted in

the same way as other parts of the verbal omplex, the position of the

preverb an be aounted for with linear preedene rules. If the preverb

were analyzed as a part of the word in verb �nal onstrutions, the

separability whih is also possible in head �nal onstrutions ould not

be explained.

Of ourse there is a lot more to say about resultatives and other

prediative onstrutions in general, but due to spae limitations this

ould not be done in this paper. Nevertheless, I hope to have made

lear both the ommonalities of the disussed phenomena, and that they

should be treated in the same way.
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